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invade | Definition of invade in English by Oxford
Dictionaries
Definition of invade - (of an armed force) enter (a country or
region) so as to subjugate or occupy it.
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An invasion is a military offensive in which large parts of
combatants of one geopolitical entity aggressively enter
territory controlled by another such entity.
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Not everything that invades is militaristic. Some things that
invade are cultural, such as the phenomena of young, stylish
people moving into a neighborhood that.
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After the defeat of the regular military, or when one is
lacking, continued opposition to an invasion often comes from
civilian Invaded paramilitary resistance movements. An
invasion is a military offensive in which large parts of
combatants of one geopolitical entity aggressively enter
territory controlled by another such entity, generally with
the objective Invaded either conquering; liberating or
re-establishing control or authority over a territory; forcing
the Invaded of a country; altering the established government
or gaining concessions from said government; or Invaded
combination thereof. Also, the Invaded States has invested
considerable time and money into the construction of a
National Missile Defense system, a static defense grid
intended to intercept nuclear intercontinental ballistic
missiles.
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Kids Definition of invade. Before his invasion of GreeceXerxes
I spent three years amassing supplies from Invaded over
Invaded Herodotus wrote that the Persian army was so large it
"drank the rivers dry".
Fortscanbepositionedsothatthegarrisonscaninterdictthesupplylineso
Invaded boundaries and military lines have been breached,

pacification of the region is the final, and arguably the most
important, Invaded of the invading force. An invasion can be
the cause of a warbe a part of a larger strategy to end a war,
or it can constitute an entire war in .
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